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Mathematics in General relativity
Theorems and properties in GR

1,Causality
Gravitational signal propagate with speed of light even in nonlinear regime

2,BH physics
・Uniqueness theorem 

(Stationary)

BH topology
Rigidity
Uniqueness theorem

・Penrose Inequality
(Dynamical) 

3, Positive Energy theorem

A ô 4ù(2Gm)2

Energy in spacetime is positive.



BH Theorems
Uniqueness theorem

Stationary BH spacetime has only three parameters 
(Mass, angular momentum, electric charge)

Whole spacetime structure of the final equilibrium state
can be fixed by three parameters

Penrose inequality A ô 4ù(2Gm)2

BH size have a maximum. 
Maximum happen iff BH is static (i.e. Schwarzschild BH).

Both are strong theorems to check the validity of genereal relativity. 

But
In both theorem, the existence of horizon is assumed.

We can not observe by definition

Is there good object instead of horizon?

Photon sphere!



Photon surface (sphere)

BH Horizon
Any particle (even photon)
can not escape beyond horizon
because of strong gravity. 

Photon surface
Because of strong gravity
photon has circular orbit.

Half of photon emitted from photon surface 
fall into BH, the other half can espape.  



Observational importance of PS
Astrophysical BH with disk

PS



Idea (positivity of energy)
Energy in curved spacetime

Global energy

ADM energy, Bondi mass………..

Quasi local energy

Geroch’s energy, Komar mass…………….

Positivity 
of energy

A
B

EA õ EB



Idea

A B

E1 õ . . . õ EA õ Eh õ EB õ . . . õ 0

Event horizon
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p
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Photon surface
Photon surface: Photons which propagation is tangent to the surface 

propagates on the surface forever.
Photon surface is closed compact surface.

Such surface generically exist???    No!!

Kerr solution does not have photon surface.

Define a strong gravity region 
that matches with inside of photon surface if it exists.



Learn from Schwarzschild BH
Schwarzschild solution has PS

ds2 = à f(r)dt2 + fà1(r)dr2 + r2dÒ
2

2

f(r) := 1à 2Gm=r

Extrinsic curvature of r=const surface.

ksch := r

2
f1=2(r)

kflat := r

2

2Gm 3Gm r

k

ksch

kflat

(horizon) (PS)

Strong gravity region

dk=dr õ 0



Loosely trapped surface (LTS)

Definition
The loosely trapped surface          is defined as a compact 2-surface such that 
its trace of the extrinsic curvature        (for the outward direction) is positive 
and the derivative along the outward spatial direction is non-negative in a 
spacelike hypersurface         .

S0
k

Î

S0:2-dimensional 
surface

Î :time constant 
hypersurface

nö :unit normal vector of         on ÎS0

k(:= Dönö) > 0

nöDök õ 0

Dö :covariant derivative
of metric on Î



Decomposition of spacetime

S0; hö÷

Î; íö÷
nö :unit normal vector of         on ÎS0

uö :unit normal vector of         
in 4-dim spacetime

Î

gö÷ = àuöu÷ + íö÷

M; gö÷

M

:4-dim spacetime

íö÷ = nön÷ +hö÷

4 dim ! (1 + 3) dim

3 dim ! (1 + 2) dim



Decomposition of spacetime
gö÷ = àuöu÷ + íö÷ íö÷ = nön÷ +hö÷

Three metrics
gö÷

íö÷

hö÷

:4-dim spacetime metric

:3-dim metric on t=const

:2-dim metric on LTS

Three curvatures
(4)
Rö÷ëì[g]

(3)
Rö÷[í]

(2)
R[h]

(4)
Rö÷ëì[g]í

öëí÷ì=(3) RàKö÷K
ö÷ +K2

(3)
R =(2) Rà 2nöDökà 2'à1D2' à (kö÷k

ö÷ + k2)

Dö :covariant derivative
of metric on Î

Î

S0

M

rö :covariant derivative
of metric on M

Dö :covariant derivative
of metric on S0

Kö÷(:= íöër
ëu÷) :Extrinsic curvature of           inÎ M

kö÷(:= höëD
ën÷) :Extrinsic curvature of           inS0 Î

' is lapse function in (2+1)- decomposition.



Time slice

= Röë÷ìf2u
öu÷(íëìà uëuì) + (íö÷ à uöu÷)(íëìà uëuì)g

2Gö÷u
öu÷ := 2Rö÷u

öu÷ +R

= Röë÷ìí
ö÷íëì

(3)
R =(4) Röë÷ìí

ö÷íëì+Kàö÷Kà
ö÷ à

2

1
K2

= 16ùGTö÷u
öu÷ +Kàö÷Kà

ö÷ à
2

1
K2

õ 0

K = 0Take the maxmal slice:

Transformation of Einstein tensor 

Gauss Equation

We consider a slice where                         . 
Such slice can be always taken, for instance take the maximal slice.

(3)
R õ 0

Maximal slice (K = 0)

Kàö÷ := Kö÷ à 3

1
Kíö÷



Shape of loosely trapped  surface

(3)
R =(2) Rà 2nöDökà 2'à1D2' à (kö÷k

ö÷ + k2)

From 3-dim to 2-dim

R (2)
RdA =

Râ
2nöDök+2'à2(D')2 +(3) R+ kàö÷kà

ö÷ +
2

3
k2
ã
dA

Integration on LTS (nöDök õ 0; k > 0)

õ
R

2

3
k2dA > 0

Gauss Bonnet theorem

Two dimensional compact object with positive curvature is only          . S2

R (2)
RdA =8ùAnd then, 

R
k2dA ô

3

16ù

Consider a time slice satisfying 
(3)
R õ 0

kàö÷ := kö÷ à 2

1
khö÷
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Penrose-like inequality for LTS
Theorem

Let      be an asymptotic flat spacelike hypersurface with non-negative Ricci scalar
Assume that         is foliated by inverse mean curvature flow
Then the area             of a loosely trapped surface         in         satisfies the inequality

Î
Î

S0A0 Î

A0 ô 4ù(3Gm)2

where          is ADM massm
Iff equality holds, the region       outside of       in        is isometric to the region 
of           outside of photon sphere in t=const slice of Schwarzschild spacetime.

S0 ÎÒ
ÒSch

LTS A0 ô 4ù(3Gm)2

horizon Ah ô 4ù(2Gm)2



Inverse mean curvature flow

Inverse mean curvature flow

Foliation characterized              
such that unit normal vector on                            surface is 
and                    ,               

y = const:
y = const: nö = 'Döy

'k = 1

y = const: surfaces

y = 0

y = à 1

y = 1

' = kà1



Proof
Geroch’s energy

E(y) =
64ù3=2G

A(y)1=2 R

Sy
(2(2)Rà k2)dA

ADM energy @ infinity

@ LTS E(y) =
4ù1=2G

1à(16ù)à1
R
k2dA

A
1=2

0
õ

6ù1=2G

A
1=2

0

àR (2)
RdA =8ù;

R
k2dA ô

3

16ù
á

E(y) =m

Positivity of Geroch’s energy

m õ E(y) õ
6ù1=2G

A
1=2

0

A0 ô 4ù(3Gm)2

dy

dE(y)
=

64ù3=2G

A(y)1=2 R

Sy
(2'à2(D')2+(3) R+ kàö÷k

àö÷)dA õ 0



Idea (positivity of energy)
Energy in curved spacetime

Global energy

ADM energy, Bondi mass………..

Quasi local energy

Geroch’s energy, Komar mass…………….

Positivity 
of energy

A
B

EA õ EB



Equality 

@ LTS E(y) =
4ù1=2G

1à(16ù)à1
R
k2dA

A
1=2

0
õ

6ù1=2G

A
1=2

0

àR (2)
RdA =8ù;

R
k2dA ô

3

16ù
á

R (2)
RdA =

Râ
2nöDök+2'à2(D')2 +(3) R+ kàö÷kà

ö÷ +
2

3
k2
ã
dA

õ
R

2

3
k2dA > 0 kàö÷ := kö÷ à 2

1
khö÷8ù

=

Equality holds iff

dy

dE(y)
=

64ù3=2G

A(y)1=2 R

Sy
(2'à2(D')2+(3) R+ kàö÷k

àö÷)dA õ 0

D' =(3) R = kàö÷ = 0 everywhere

nöDök = 0

Spherically symmetric vacuum

Schwarzschild solution

@ LTS Photon sphere



Summary

Theorem
Let      be an asymptotic flat spacelike hypersurface with non-negative Ricci scalar
Assume that         is foliated by inverse mean curvature flow
Then the area             of a loosely trapped surface         in         satisfies the inequality

Î
Î

S0A0 Î

A0 ô 4ù(3Gm)2

where          is ADM massm
Iff equality holds, the region       outside of       in        is isometric to the region 
of           outside of photon sphere in t=const slice of Schwarzschild spacetime.

S0 ÎÒ
ÒSch

Theorems not relying on horizon would be important in observational point of view.

Definition of loosely trapped surface
The loosely trapped surface          is defined as a compact 2-surface such that 
its trace of the extrinsic curvature        (for the outward direction) is positive 
and the derivative along the outward spatial direction is non-negative in a 
spacelike hypersurface         .

S0
k

Î



Discussion
Inverse mean curvature flow

Strong condition??

In the case of Penrose inequality (for horizon)

Singular point of inverse mean curvature is resolved
(Jang, Wald 1977)

Another proof  using conformal flow
(Bray 2001)

These technic would be applied 
to Penrose inequality for Loosely trapped surface.

(Future Work)


